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Instructions 

LM-02F-SHK-100 WARNING:  
We highly recommend using a motorcycle jack/lift for this install to take the weight 

off the rear tire. This is an install at your own risk. If you are not capable of installing 

successfully then we highly suggest you take this item to a professional shop.  You 

will need some special tools. READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING!!!!!!

1 - Spring 

1 – Spring Tool 

Suggestions for install: 

1) Raise bike using motorcycle lift so there is no weight on the rear tire.
Remove the shock from the bike. 
2) Remove the top clevis from the shock; also remove the set screw at
the top of the shock.  (see figure 1.1 ) 
3) Place the stock rear shock on a shop press with the LM Spring tool.
Position is important with the LM Spring tool. You will need a piece of 
metal between the spring tool and the shop press. (See figure 1.2) 
4) Compress the shock so the round clip is exposed and remove this
with the correct tool. ( see figure 1.2 ) 
5) Release the pressure on the shop press and disassemble the shock
very carefully keeping everything in order. Set the top section of the 
shock aside and remove and replace the spring. ( see figure 1.3 ) 
6) Reinstall the top section of the shock, slide on the round clip, place
the LM Spring tool over the shock and reposition the shock on the shop 
press, again using the piece of metal. 
7) Compress the shock so you can reinstall the round clip. MAKE SURE
ROUND CLIP IS CORRECTLY IN THE SLOT. 
8) Release the pressure on the shop press, remove the shock from the
press, place on table and index the top section of the shock by finding 
the set screw location and tighten this down.  ( see figure 1.4 ) 
9) !!!VERY IMPORTANT!!! Reinstall the top clevis mount; be sure to
install it in the same location as stock.  Reinstall the set screw. 
10) Check your rebound setting and set your pre-load setting to Low.

Reinstall the shock to the bike, double check your hardware. 

Please send us a picture of your lowered Nice bike™.
Please contact our Tech support if you have any issues or questions about install     

Techsupport@LowandMean.com or 928.680.6660 
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